Universal Flow Monitors, Inc. (UFM) embraces the initiatives embodied in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and the related SEC rule intended to limit the flow of funds to armed groups in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and adjoining countries from the production of conflict minerals.

Supporting this commitment, UFM promotes responsible sourcing by:

- Requiring each supplier of products that contain conflict minerals to provide UFM with reasonable assistance in determining the sources of those conflict minerals.
- Expecting suppliers to have policies and procedures in-place that support UFM’s Conflict Minerals Policy.
- Requiring vendors that supply products containing conflict minerals to implement a due diligence process in accordance with the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas.
- Expecting suppliers to extend these requirements to their supply chain.

Compliance with these requirements will be taken into consideration when selecting and retaining suppliers.